1. Introduction. Recently, establishing a conjecture of Calkin [l] , the author [7] showed the following result: Let § be a separable Hilbert space, B($) the C*-algebra of all bounded operators on §, C(&) the C*-algebra of all compact operators on $, then the quotient algebra B({Q)/C({Q) has a type Ill-factor ^representation. The discussions which are used in the proof of this result are applicable to more general situations. In the present paper, by using those discussions and the result of Glimm [3] , we shall give a characterization of type I C*-algebras without the assumption of separability as follows:
MAIN THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
( 
=P(a)P(x)P(b) for a, b&B and xEA, (4) P(B) is (T-weakly dense in M, Then, A has a type Ill-factor ^-representation.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the one in [7] . Here we shall sketch the proof. Let £2 be the set of all linear mappings Q of A into M satisfying the conditions (1), (2) , (3) 
This completes the proof.
Let <t> be a normal, faithful state on M. For ()£Q, we shall define a state <I>Q on A by 4>Q(X) = $020*0) for xtEA. Let S= {<j> Q \ Q£Q} ; then by Lemma 1 we can easily show that 8 is a compact convex subset of the state space of A. Let <£Q(Q£0) be an extreme point of 8, and let {TQ, §Q} be the ^representation of A on a Hilbert space &Q constructed via <i>Q. Then, we shall define a linear mapping of N onto M in the following, where N is the weak closure of TQ(A) on ^pg.
For /Gif*, we define
. Then, F is strongly continuous on bounded spheres (cf. [7] ) and so by Lemma 3 in [7] , the F can be uniquely extended to an element T of iV*, where N* is the associated space of N with ||F||=||*1I-Put T(f)-F for /£M#, then T is a bounded linear mapping of jtf* into JV*. Let T* be the dual of T, then T* is a continuous linear mapping of N with the topology cr(iV, iV*) into M" with the topology <r(Af, ikf*). 
<t> Q (a*bc) = <t>(Q{a*bc)) = <KQ(a)*Q(b)Q(c)) for a, b, c G B and Q(B) is <r-weakly dense in Jlf, and so the ^-isomorphism IÏQQ^E' ->Ç(&) of TQ(B)E'
into Jlf can be uniquely extended to a *-isomorphism p of a l/P*-algebra TTQ^BY'E' onto Jlf; therefore 7TQCB)"£' and E'T Q (B)'E' are type Ill-factors. Let F' be the central envelope of E' in 7TQ(J3)', then F' belongs to TQ(J3)". The mapping rj:
is a *-isomorphism. Therefore the mapping p-rj of irQ(B)"F' onto M is a *-isomorphism. Now suppose that N is semifinite, then there is a normal semifinite faithful trace r on JV.
Put JV<,= {e\r(e) < + <*>, e projections in N}. F'E.Tr Q (B)" and T*(F')?£0,
because <r*(F), *> = <^, T($ Q )) = (F'I Qy I Q ) and IQELE'S^QI where ( , ) is the inner product of $Q.
Therefore, there is a nonzero projection e 0 E.N 0 such that e 0 SF' and T*(e 0 ) 5*0, and so there is a nonzero projection ^in¥ such that \pST*(e 0 ) for some positive number X. Suppose that a directed set (a a ) (||Ö«||^1, a a E.pMp) converges strongly to 0 in Jlf, then {rt~lp-l (a a )} converges strongly to 0 on &Q and so {^""V" 1^» )^} converges strongly to 0 on §Q; by the finiteness of e 0 , {eoOrVKfla))*} converges strongly to 0 (cf. [5] , [ô] ). Then, r*((eo(r 
(cr-weakly) in Jlf; hence a!T*(.F') == T*^-^1^)) for all aEM. 
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(because Tr^CO GITQ(B)". and T*(e 0 ) T*(F') = T*(e 0 F') = r*(e 0 )) = {pT*(e 0 )p + (I-p)}-1 pT*(e 0 )a*=a* a ->Q (strongly) in M. Hence, the *-operation is strongly continuous on bounded spheres of pMpy but pMp is of type III. This is a contradiction (cf. [5] , [6] PROOF. (1)=> (2) is Theorem 6 of Kaplansky [4] . (2)=» (3) is clear from the definition of type I C*-algebras. Now we shall show that (3)=> (1) . Suppose that A is not GCR. Let b be the maximum GCR ideal of A (cf. [4] ), then the quotient algebra A/b has no nonzero GCR ideal. If we can show that A/b has a type Ill-factor •-representation, then A has it: therefore we can assume that b = (0) and moreover A has unit I.
Then by the results of Glimm (Lemmas 4 and 5 and the proof of (bl)=Kb2); (bl)=Kb3) of Theorem 1 in [3] ), A contains a nontype I separable C*-subalgebra B.
Then by the results of Glimm (pp. 588-589, [3] ) and Schwartz [9] , B has a type Ill-factor *-representation {x, §} ona separable Hubert space § such that 7r(£)' has the property P in the sense of Schwartz and so there is a linear mapping R of the C*-algebra B(J$) of all bounded operators on $ onto ir (B) n satisfying the conditions Now we shall define a linear mapping P of TT^(A) into the type Illfactor 7T£(J3)"£' as follows:P(TT X (X)) = £(£'*-(*)£') for xEA. Then, we can easily show that P satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.
